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• The NT Government has several mapping websites. Here we

only consider “NR Maps” but other NT Government websites

may offer similar functionality.

• Why would we want to use NT Gov websites if we have a GIS?

• The NT Government owns the cadastre which is the ultimate

spatial reference for all properties (private land, parks, stations

…etc.).

• Unfortunately access to the cadastre is expensive ... and takes

days once paperwork and purchase are completed!!

• What follows is what you can do if you need to know, within the

next hour, the extent of parcel 4521(as an example as there is

nothing really special on that parcel !!).

• But first we will extract a georeferenced background to provide

the necessary contextual information.

NT Gov mapping websites what are they goo for? A lot more than 
you may think … if you have a GIS
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1/ Type “NR Maps” in your web browser.

2/ Open “NR Maps”

Getting started
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1/ Use the zoom bar and the directional arrows to zoom on Darwin.

2/ Notice that the tool bar above the map contains GIS tools.

Discovering NR MAPS tools
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1/ On the tool bar we will click on the rightmost tool;

2/ We will select A3 for the size of the pdf screenshot we will export.

Exporting a high resolution pdf screenshot of the Mapview
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1/ Enter the descriptors of your A3 pdf map then press “Generate”;

2/ After a few seconds a new window open. Click to open your pdf map.

ACCESSING a high resolution screen dump as a pdf A3 map
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1/ The pdf map generated by NR Maps looks good but…;

2/ is useless in pdf format.

DISPLAY your pdf map
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1/ Open your pdf map in GIMP and double the resolution;

2/ Export the map as png image and clip out all unnecessary pdf features.

CLIP your map in gimp and export it as a png image
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1/ 4 ground control points (GSPs) is the minimum number of reference

points required by QGIS to georeference an image;

2/ GCPs need to features easy to identify at very different scales. They are

indicated below by red arrows

SELECT 4 ground control points
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Record Accurate GCP coordinates

1/ Accurate coordinates of the 4 GCPs previously selected are read from

NR MAPS. To do so first click the “xy” tool (bottom left picture);

2/ MGA52 is the GDA94 metric projection for the Darwin area.

Coordinates in that projection should therefore be recorded for each of the

four GCPs collected. Once “xy” is selected position the cursor on the

location of the feature for which you need coordinates;

3/ Record coordinates under “GDA94/MGA Zone 52”. Repeat the same

procedure for all four GCPs.
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Record the coordinates of all four gcps in excel …

1/ Record all 4 GCP coordinates in Excel, as displayed below (leftmost);

2/ Export them as a .csv file called “MyCGPs_MGA52.csv” (centre);

3/ Open “MyCGPs_MGA52.csv” in QGIS using “Add Delimited Text Layer”

(rightmost).
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GCPS1, 2, 3 and 4 are now displayed as 4 points

1/ All 4 GCPs are now displayed as a .csv file in QGIS;

2/ The .csv file displayed below is must first be changed into a shapefile.

NB Make sure that you set the projection of this shapefile to MGA52 as

the coordinates copied from the “NR Maps” display were in MGA 52.

3/ Now that we have 4 GCPs we can match them with their corresponding

features in Georeferencer, to assign coordinates to pixels of the A3 map.
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First encounter With georeferencer

1/ In the QGIS project where your finalised MGA52 GCPs are displayed, go

to the Raster pull down menu, then click on Georeferencer;

2/ Click on the Raster pull down menu, then click on Georeferencer;

3/ In the Georeferencer window click on “Open Raster…” and select and

select the png version of the of the NRM map processed in GIMP;

4/ The image to be referenced is now displayed in the Georeferencer

window;
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Matching features on the image and GCPs

1/ Each GCP has to be matched, in turn, with precisely the same location on

the image in the Georeferencer window. The procedure needs to be

repeated until all four GCPS have been matched.

2/ To do so, we select in the Georeferencer window the “plus” Zoom In tool

to draw successively 2 or 3 (to get close enough) boxes around the feature

corresponding to the targeted GCP (bottom right GC, here);

3/ In the QGIS Map view window we repeat the same procedure, using the

“plus” Zoom In tool on the GGIS tool bar, to zoom 2 or 3 times on the bottom

right GCP.
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Matching features on the image and GCPs

1/ Each GCP has to be matched, in turn, with precisely the same location on

the image in the Georeferencer window. The procedure needs to be

repeated until all four GCPS have been matched.

2/ To do so, we select in the Georeferencer window the “plus” Zoom In tool

to draw successively 2 or 3 (to get close enough) boxes around the

feature corresponding to the targeted GCP (bottom right GC, here);

3/ In the QGIS Map view window we repeat the same procedure, using the

“plus” Zoom In tool on the GGIS tool bar, to zoom 2 or 3 times on the

bottom right GCP.

4/ In the bottom right image, the black corner corresponds to the red dot to

the right .
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Add POINTs to MATCH features in the map view and in 
thE georeferencer window

1/ In the Georeferencer click Edit > Add Point;

2/ Click in the the image, in the Georeferencer window on the point of the

image you want to match with a GCP in the QGIS Map view ;

3/ A white cross appears and simultaneously requests to define the

matching point by its coordinates or from the Map canvas. Click “From map

canvas”

4/ In the bottom;
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COMPLETE ALL STEPS To match the first image feature 
with its Gcp

1/ Move the cursor to the centre of the bottom right GCP and double click;

2/ A new window appears showing the corresponding coordinates. Click OK;

3/ The final window for the registration of the first GCP appears. It shows in

yellow boxes the coordinates of the first GCP in the Map view and its

corresponding location on the image being georeferenced;

4/ Repeat the same steps for the remaining 3 GCPs.
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Repeat the same steps for the remaining 3 GCps Then 
ACCESS the transformation settings

1/ Repeat all steps detailed previously with the remaining 3 GCPs;

2/ When all GCPs have been matched with their corresponding image

features click on Settings in the Georeferencer window;

3/ The Transformation Settings window opens.
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Set the Georeferencing parameters

1/ Select Polynomial 1 for Transformation type;

2/ For Target SRS select MGA52;

3/ Set target resolution to 1 and -1 for Horizontal and Vertical respectively;

4/ Use the name you gave to your initial image and “_reg” at the the end.

5/ OK.

6/ Click
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Displaying the GEOREFERENCED IMAGE

The georeferenced image is overlaid with the 4 GCPs used to georeferenced it.
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LOOKING for PARCEL 4521 … BACK to NR maps

1/ Open NR Maps and type in

“Quick Search bores and

parcels” 4521 ;

2/ Click on the 4th option

(“Town of Nightcliff …);

NB Displaying the map of parcel 
4521 works well in Firefox but not 
so well in Google.
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Zooming out allows to identify parcel 4521 in its 
broader context
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ON Screen digitized parcels with ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY QGIS  
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CONCLUSION

1/ NT Government mapping websites such as NR MAPS give excellent

visual access to cadastral information;

2/ GIMP can translate A3 pdf maps into .png images;

3/ Accurate coordinates can be read for any feature of A3 pdf maps

generated by NR MAPS ;

4/ The Georeferencer in QGIS makes it possible to use coordinates of 4

points read from NR MAPS to georeference A3 pdf maps;

5/ Sections of the cadastre can then be accurately on screen digitised from

the georeferenced map;

6/ Combining georeferencing, a standard GIS procedure, with NT

Government Mapping websites (eg. NR MAPS) gives access to spatial

information not freely available.
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